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About This Content

Contains over 40 Legendary and 60 Epic rarity Treasure cards and (3) Legendary Edge dice:

Name/Deck/Rarity:

Sczarni Thief/B/Legendary
Silent Enforcer/B/Legendary
Mail of Escape/B/Legendary

Favor Of Calistria/B/Epic
Favor Of Desna/B/Epic
Favor Of Erastil/B/Epic
Favor Of Gorum/B/Epic

Favor Of Iomedae/B/Epic
Favor Of Irori/B/Epic

Favor Of Pharasm/B/Epic
Favor Of Sarenrae/B/Epic
Favor Of Shelyn/B/Epic
Favor Of Torag/B/Epic

Healing Poultice/B/Legendary
Holy Symbol/B/Epic

Holy Text/B/Legendary
Portable Ram/B/Legendary
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Shovel/B/Legendary
Spell Component Pouch/B/Epic

Veterinarian's Kit/B/Epic
Wayfinder/B/Epic

Flare Burst/B/Legendary
Lead Blades/B/Epic
Agile Chain/1/Epic

Challenging Shield/1/Legendary
Djezet Skin/1/Epic
Gale Armor/1/Epic

Shadow Chain/1/Epic
Bounty Of Desna/1/Legendary

Bounty Of Norgorber/1/Legendary
Bounty Of Torag/1/Legendary

Doctrine Of Abadar/1/Epic
Orb Of Fire/1/Epic

Orb Of Shocking/1/Epic
Engineer's Work Gloves/1/Legendary

Brooch Of Shielding/1/Legendary
Flaming Returning Throwing Axe +1/1/Legendary

LordMayorGrobaras/2/Legendary
Proctor Jyronn Imikar/2/Legendary

Hunter's Chain/2/Epic
Invigorating Shield/2/Epic

Doctrine Of Nethys/2/Legendary
Doctrine Of Shelyn/2/Legendary

Favor Of Lamashtu/2/Epic
Favor Of The Gods/2/Epic

Orb Of Magic/2/Epic
Potion Of Deftness/2/Epic

Potion Of Perseverance/2/Epic
Potion Of Secrets/2/Epic

Giantbane Battleaxe +1/2/Epic
Bleachling Lunatic/3/Legendary

Pathfinder Chronicler/3/Epic
Sleepless Detective/3/Legendary

Golden Judge's Breastplate/3/Epic
Gravewatcher Chainmail/3/Epic

Favor Of Abadar/3/Epic
Unity Of Cayden Cailean/3/Legendary

Unity Of Iomedae/3/Legendary
Unity Of Lamashtu/3/Legendary
Unity Of Sarenrae/3/Legendary

Flask Of Force/3/Epic
Flask Of Shock/3/Epic

Abadar's Truthtelling/3/Epic
Cyphermage/4/Legendary

Catskin Leather/4/Epic
Favor Of Norgorber/4/Epic

Prayer Of Gorum/4/Legendary
Unity Of Milani/4/Legendary

Unity Of Shelyn/4/Epic
Amulet Of Inescapable Location/4/Legendary

Flask Of Fire/4/Epic
Flask Of Frost/4/Epic
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Flask Of Magic/4/Legendary
Greater Sage's Journal/4/Epic

Soul Soap/4/Legendary
Mass Agility/4/Epic

Mass Brilliance/4/Epic
Mass Eloquence/4/Epic
Mass Sagacity/4/Epic
Mass Strength/4/Epic

Mass Toughness/4/Epic
Belkzen Warchief/5/Epic

Death Initiate/5/Legendary
Dragon Smiter/5/Legendary

Fire Cleric/5/Epic
Pathfinder Venture-Captain/5/Legendary
Winged Shield Of Storms/5/Legendary

Favor Of Gozreh/5/Epic
Flask Of Force Missile/5/Epic

Flask Of Ice/5/Epic
Flask Of Storm/5/Epic

Gozreh's Trident/5/Epic
Favor Of Nethys/6/Epic

Prayer Of Achaekek/6/Legendary
Prayer Of Norgorber/6/Legendary

Flask Of Firestorm/6/Epic
Leopard Leather/6/Epic

Ring Of Energy Command/6/Epic
Ring Of Superior Protection/6/Epic

Song Of Hawkmoon/6/Epic
Slaying Axe/6/Legendary
Slaying Bow/6/Legendary

Slaying Razor/6/Legendary
Slaying Scythe/6/Legendary
Slaying Sword/6/Legendary
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Probably one of the worst games I've ever owned. Literally everything in it is crude, the GFX, the SFX, the dialogue, the coding,
the level design, the gameplay, the camera, the controls, the UI, the presentation, everything about it is extremely low quality.
It's like a bunch of schoolboys downloaded a free 2D platform game editor and squeezed out this turd in their free study
periods. I got it in the Xmas sale at 90% off and I still feel it was overpriced. I've played way better free flash games.. On A Roll
3D is a platformer game that surprised me. From the looks of it, this game looked like something someone threw together real
quick, and just happened to get it greenlit on Steam. However, I gave it a fair chance, thanks to the Steam Summer Sale, and
really enjoyed it.

In On A Roll 3D, you play as a ball, and simply roll to the end using basic platforming skills. Each world has various different
mechanics added to it to make the game feel fresh on every new world, and the level design is really solid. If you've ever played
a Sonic the Hedgehog game, the level design for On A Roll 3D very much resemble these games. The controls are very
responsive, and have never failed me in my entire playthrough of the game.

Graphically, the game looks like an older PC game from back in the day. It doesn't look too good, but the simplicity of the game
gives this graphic style a bit of charm as well. The soundtrack is pretty bland, with only a handful of memorable tracks (mainly
the title screen music).

While the game is pretty short, with my playthrough lasting close to 2 hours, On A Roll 3D is definitely worth purchasing, if
you're a fan of platforming games. I feel that this game is worth $4, and I can't help but feel that lots of people are going to miss
out on this title. The only reason I wouldn't recommend this game, is if the graphics don't look appealing to you, or if you simply
don't like the platformer genre. If you're still on the fence about On A Roll 3D, wait for the game to be at least $2-$3 before
purchasing.. Bought this hoping it'd be a traditional newtownian space shooter like Asteroids or Subspace\/Continuum. It's more
a twinstick style shooter. Single player sucks pretty hard. There's no real challenge. The game uses an RPG style inventory
system and gives you money for doing missions but you can't buy anything meaningful for a very long time. The "story" is told
through cutscenes full of cringeworthy voice acting and stock character portraits. Back to playing vanar.io I guess.. Single
mechanic, single-input indies--particularly not-so-glorified tablet games--are only as good as your friends' activity on their
leaderboards. Nary an acquaintance has given Flight Control a crack, so while it's a paradoxically relaxing diversion for 10 or 15
minutes, there's no reason to keep it on your hard drive without competition.

A sequel, however, could be interesting, with the introduction of progressive difficulty level design, and the introduction of
several other secondary time-sensitive moving parts to keep track of.... Flew for about 10 minutes in a straight line thinking I'd
eventually find something but I didn't, you can't do a full 360 "up\/down" either, it sends space into a spinning motion as you hit
the limit. (I'm thinking about 180 degrees, 90 up 90 down from 0...)

So....don't know if it's good or not as I never found anything, properly boring it was though...maybe you're lucky enough to
reach something and it then turns out to be a great game, 10 minutes of holding spacebar and nothing else is not enough to make
me want to play more though.... ADVENTURE TIME. Not been playing long, but initial impressions:
It would be nice if there was a grid to place objects. If you are perticular about space saving or having objects fit nice and neatly
then it can be frustrating.
Nice game with some 'cute' aspects. I really like the game and I'm looking forwards to playing through the story.

I would recommend.. Games is dead cause of Gamespy, So anyone responsible multiplayer issues, I would kiss him or her..
With combat, car chases, hacking, codebreaking and an overall investigation where the enemy has their own schedules and adapt
in response to your actions, this is the comprehensive hollywood espionage/counterterrorist sim. There's still no game quite like
it. An all-time favorite of mine.
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I'm japanese, sorry for poor English.
But I really want to recomend it.

This is one of Kindred Spirits on the Roof Drama CD series, one of surprised me most.
Cause it's not only story of romance(off course I like those very much too),sometimes in this story, they talk about "love".
It's more complicated theme, so I want to praise desicion of the writer.
Matsuri and Miyu is 20 years old in this story(or19? they're not "teenage girls" already eather way),this story becoming for
them.
If you're admire of YURI genrea,you would enjoy this.. A neat little puzzle game that. Worth your time! ;). Somehow they made
killing tons and tons of zombies utterly boring. Might recommend you play a level or two if, like me, you find this in the bottom
of your steam library, and then see if it's for you.

You get guns. There is a 'story' and you kill things that look like zombies.You go to X, then Y, then kill more zombies. The end.

I quit out of utter boredom. You hold the mouse button and hover over enemies and decimate everything with your infinite
pistols. Repeat.

It's just so utterly dull to move around, holding the mouse, killing everything. Then for some reason, they get guns (???). They
are able to hit you but the aiming is weird and it's hard to actually hit them back.

Also the explosive weapons are♥♥♥♥♥♥poor compared to the starting pistols.

The AI's kinda dumb, the isometric means you can't see enemies behind walls. That being said, it's not broken. If you want a
working game, it's a working game. It's just so plain dull and uninteresting.

Just...so dull.. This game is absolutely worth your money! It's funny, challenging, and all around a good time! :). If I had
two♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ this game would suck both of them.. You can sink hours into this game. The puzzles are easy to understand but
hard to master.. here in soviet russia, you no drive truck... the truck drive you :). Just a tiny little Jump'n'Run with a tiny ball
with a face.
10/10 would play
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